BUSINESS SECURITY THAT’S A PERFECT FIT.
When it comes to security, we don’t believe in “one-size-fits-all” security systems. What’s right for one business may not be right for your business. That’s why we create a security solution to fit the needs of your organization. And if those needs happen to change, or if new opportunities evolve, we’ll be there to make sure your security fits your situation every step of the way.

How do we do this? By asking the right questions. Getting to know your business objectives. And listening. Then we find the right combination of products and services that suit your unique demands.

From consultation and design, to installation, monitoring and service, we integrate our products to provide convenient, quality security solutions for you.

For more than 40 years, Vector Security® has protected people and property by providing intelligent security solutions tailored to the needs of the customer. Through a network of branches and authorized dealers, we design, install and monitor security systems for hundreds of thousands of homes, businesses and multi-site retail chains across North America and the Caribbean.

The Right Mix for Your Business

Whether your business is on the local street corner, or on every corner of the continent, we have the right mix of security solutions to keep it running smoothly. We protect businesses of all sizes – from small- and mid-sized operations to larger, multi-site enterprises – in industries that range from retail and healthcare to education and hospitality. We monitor nearly 40,000 major retail sites across North America, including many Fortune 500 companies.

And because we understand your business is like no other, our experts take the time to get to know your business strategies and objectives so we can tailor the perfect security solution for you.
You work hard to make your business succeed, so protect it against internal and external crime, fire and environmental hazards.

Whether you’re running a cozy neighborhood bakery or a company with regional locations, security experts at Vector Security assess your business goals to deploy best-fit, cost-effective solutions to protect what you’ve built.

And should your business grow, or need to address new threats or opportunities, our intelligent security means your business is always protected.

**PUT OUR SECURITY SOLUTIONS TO WORK FOR YOUR BUSINESS**

**Monitored burglar, fire and carbon monoxide alarms** that save you precious time in an emergency. Our security experts work with you to design and install your alarm system and map out placement of each alarm to maximize your protection while meeting local jurisdiction requirements.

**Video surveillance** that lets you check in on your business when you’re away. View live video or recorded clips, enable motion-triggered settings, receive email or text message alerts, control cameras from your computer or smartphone, access archived clips on a secure site and use video analytics to improve business operations.

**Mobile solutions** that allow you to manage your security system from your computer or smartphone. Arm and disarm your system, create automatic arming schedules, view activity reports, and monitor video of your property with installed video cameras.

**Energy management** to help you save on energy costs. Our mobile application helps you become more energy efficient by allowing you to turn lights on and off remotely. You can also adjust locks at your business wherever you may be and set customized thermostat schedules from anywhere, at any time.

**Access control systems** that give staff convenient access to their workplace while protecting your business from property and information theft. Our swipe cards, proximity readers, turnstiles and biometric technologies can help improve your company’s operating efficiencies, end the need for keys, incorporate time and attendance features, integrate with video solutions and offer customized credentialing.

**Environmental hazard monitoring** to warn you of potential water pipe bursts or flooding. Our system is installed in flood-prone areas of your business – kitchens, bathrooms, breakrooms – and if temperatures drop below 45 degrees, or if excessive water levels are detected an alarm is triggered to help prevent or limit damage to your property.
Equipment is just one component of the security solutions Vector Security provides. If any alarm at your property is triggered, a signal is immediately sent to our award-winning Monitoring Center where experienced operators are available around the clock to dispatch authorities to your home quickly.

- **We own and operate our Monitoring Center** so we have total control and work directly for you.
- **Uninterruptible power supplies** ensure continuous monitoring of your security system.
- **False alarm protocols** let authorities know the need for a response is real so there’s no second-guessing.
- **Experienced operators** respond with speed and accuracy to your alarm, dispatching help within minutes.

**HELP AT A MOMENT’S NOTICE:**

1. An audible alarm is triggered, alerting occupants and/or intruders of an emergency.
2. An event-specific emergency signal is sent to our Monitoring Center, where operators are available 24/7.
3. A center operator calls you (or a designated contact) to verify the alarm.
4. If the alarm is real, the operator dispatches help immediately and calls your personal emergency contacts.